Beach FC
Town Hall Meeting

Feb. 16, 2016

-Birth Year Registration
• US Soccer announced all clubs
will be moving to Birth Year
Registration.
– Align our players with
International Standards.
– To be better informed to
combat relative age effect
when making youth teams.

-Recreation
-Advanced Recreation
-Junior Academy
-Travel

-”We Play for the Fun of it”
• Entry level program
• Teams built locally by neighborhood to provide convenience
• In-house league – WE control the variables (schedule,
competition, etc.)
-ACTION PLAN BEGINNING FALL ‘16
• Status Quo – Philosophy and play format won’t change for this
program.
– Plan on 2013 (u4), 2012 (u5), 2011 (u6), 2010 (u7), 2009 (u8),
2008/2007 (u9/10), 2006/2005 (u11/12)
– Note: 2004/2003 (u13/14), 2002/2001 (u15/16), 2000+ (u17+) play in
TASL Recreation Division (see Advanced Recreation Slide)

-Process

• Register son/daughter as normal
• Team placement will be based on following criteria
• Birth year
• Neighborhood (closest elementary school)
• Playing UP will be permitted/evaluated by request
• Playing DOWN will NOT be permitted
• Teams will be built and placed according to the oldest player’s
birth year
• Special Requests
• All special requests are documented at time of registration and
every effort is made to honor special requests.
• I want to play with Coach “X”
• I want to play on the same team with Players “X”, and “Y”
• .

-Questions from Survey:
Q: What is the benefit of a full program change-over vs. a phasein (beginning with the youngest age group) of the player age
group changes?
A: It is not necessary because we already have internal controls
to keep players/teams together if requested . Also, we are in a
way phasing it in because any entry level age group players will
be grouped by birth year.
Q: How many players are on the field for each age group?
A: 2013 (u4) – 3v3 max ; 2012 (u5), 2011 (u6), 2010 (u7), 2009
(u8) – 4v4 max; 2008/2007 (u9/10) – 7v7; 2006/2005 (u11/12) –
8v8

-Intermediate program between Recreation and Travel
• Play against other clubs – NOT an in-house league.
– Poses certain challenges not faced at the Rec level
– We don’t control all of the variables (ie how other clubs in the
league choose to build their teams)

-ACTION PLAN BEGINNING FALL ’16
• Teams may change slightly – but attempt to mitigate
turnover --- value of DOC and coach communication

-Process
• Current Advanced Players on teams will register in the
database but WILL NOT attend tryouts this spring
• New players to the club and players that wish to
switch teams will be organized by birth year
• Rosters of current teams are being reviewed with DOC
evaluation and collaboration with volunteer coach
• Teams will be declared at the birth year of the oldest
player on the roster
• There MAY be certain players that are not deemed
developmentally ready to “play up”. The DOC will find
suitable placement for these players.

-Example:

-Questions from Survey:
Q: It concerns me that players may have to play 'UP' meaning older
and bigger/larger players, which in turn could cause more injuries. Also
concerned about splitting teams up that have been together for long
periods of time. it's nice to have a good group of children AND parents
that have gotten to know each other and work together well.
good/nice for many reasons, from playing well together down to
carpooling purposes.
A: This question exemplifies the dilemma this issue has caused. Our
priority is to keep the teams together whenever possible; if there are
younger players that may not be developmentally ready, action will be
taken to place those players in an appropriate setting.

-Bridge program from Recreation to Travel
• Players NOT placed on teams
• Trained in pools
• In-house “Play Days” each Saturday
– Play with and against different kids each week – technical
and social development
-ACTION PLAN BEGINNING FALL OF ’16
• Players pooled in birth years – but due to structure of
program (no teams), very little is affected by the change
• Pools shift slightly, but managed accordingly
• Will accept ’11-’09 birth years

-Questions from Survey:
Q: My daughter is a current u7 and according to the age
chart beginning next year she will become a u9. She misses
a year of Jr Academy and soccer altogether.
A: She will jump to u9 BUT she will NOT miss a year of
soccer. She will still have the same number of years left in
youth soccer until she graduates high school.

-Case Study:
• Oct. 2002 birthday, current u13 team player
• In the Fall ’16 – this player will now be considered a u15
player
• Still a maximum of 364 day difference within your age
group, as it always has been
– Relative age effect shifted, but still present

-Most Competitive Environment
• Leagues, tournaments, showcases – important to
maintain competitive nature within teams
• Must maintain consistency with clubs in our leagues,
state, and region
-ACTION PLAN BEGINNING FALL ‘16

• Establish and revamp teams based on the Birth Year
Registration.
• Biggest change out of all the programs

-ACTION PLAN (cont’d)
• Process for team selection remains intact - but player
pool for selection changes
– Spring 2016 – DOC’s will provide opportunities for
calendar year training (ie mini-soccer, girls academy
training, etc.).
– Data Analysis – all current players have been categorized
by birth year to help DOC’s identify pool sizes and other
variables.
– Zoom Reports/coach’s meetings heading into tryouts
– Tryouts held in birth year pools

-ACTION PLAN (cont’d)
• Challenges
– The “Abandoned Players” – seniors in HS
• Roughly half of every team (on average) will now graduate out as the other
half end their junior year.
• How will CCL and VSLI deal with this?

– Many clubs may not have the depth in their player pools to
backfill teams. Even if you do, there will still always be
abandoned players.
– CCL: ’98 (u19 - 1 team) and ’99/’98 (u18/u19 - 1 team)– players
still can play up

– VSLI: ’99/’99 (u18/u19 – multiple teams if need be) – players can
still play up

-ACTION PLAN (cont’d)
• Challenges
– The “Abandoned Players” – 8th graders
• Roughly half of every team (on average) will now end their 8th grade year
as the other half end their 7th grade year.
• How will CCL and VSLI deal with this?

– CCL and VSLI: ‘02 (u15) will play in Fall and Spring --- may
cause issues for high school players but better to manage this
vice not having anything offered for 8th graders

-Questions from Survey:
Q: Will kids still be able to play up an age?
A: Yes, players can still play up. All players will register for
tryouts in their birth year and it will be at the discretion of
the DOC’s with feedback from the coaching staff whether to
place them in an older pool (case by case basis).
Q: How will Beach deal with kids being on the younger end
of an age group?
A: The million dollar question: strategic initiatives, biobanding, etc…lots of discussion ahead of us. Central to all
of youth athletics.

-What can we do to help?
Excerpt taken from soccer parenting article:

1. Clubs and Coaches must utilize their absolute best
communication skills and start an open, clear and specific
discourse about the plan for their club and teams.
2. Parents must be as positive as possible in an effort to
relieve any stress their child may be feeling.
3. We must all remember that change is stressful, and often
the anticipation of change is worse than the change itself.

THANK YOU

